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audience as well as an adult audience."
Dickens, she believes, draws his vivid
tableaux from a palette of very colorful,
eccentric characters, and the resulting illustrations of London street life translate
easily to the stage. The problem encountered
by any adaptor, she adds, is in differentiating
between the various levels of dramatic
change in the central character, without the
benefit of narration.
"Eb's script is a very tightly constructed
script," she observes, "yet he has a very keen
sense of how to build and juxtapose scenes,
and how long scenes should last. The
character of Sfcrooge is able to build an
ascending arc bf change; this adaptation
allows an actor to do that."
Eb Thomas has been successful in his
attempt to scenically translate the dramatic
momentum of Dickens' original plot, says
Sister Pat. "The actor who plays Scrooge is
able to find an effective emotional handle in
each scene to build his change on," she
states. "He watches the party, or the
Cratchit family mourning at Tiny Tim's
grave, or the scene of himself as a young boy
— and when he turns back to the ghost, the
audience can literally and dramatically feel
the change in him."
Scrooge's conversion echoes visibly in
Gerald Richards' marvelously expressive face
— a Christmas gift in itself that illuminates
the entire stage each time Scrooge's previously sour countenance opens into a smile
of recognition, of pleasure, of increasingly
more expansive awareness of his own dawning humanity.
continued on Page 16

Tiny Tim (Gracan Porreca) is held aloft by actor Time Winters,flankedby, at left. Philip LeStrange, Eberie Thomas, Elaine Good, and
Thomas Lee Carson, and at right, Mary Stark, Jason E. Zwetsch, Gerald Richards, and Jessica Stone.

GeVa's gift

continued from Page 4
turned inward. It's a beautiful arc that moves
in the play, as he moves through sadness and
self-recrimination and awareness. It ends in
this great blithering joy — Scrooge becomes

a maniac of happiness."
The play works, in Sister's Pat's estimation, because the central character moves
from an icy, crusty shell into a rarefied kind
of ecstasy. "People enjoy seeing that," she

concludes — and children of all ages are
hardly exempt from the magic. "You have
very adult, sophisticated themes moving
dramatically, done so naturally and simply
and truthfully that they'll reach a children's
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A Very Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year
to all our bowling friends from
Fred Morgenstern and his Staff
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We would like to take this opportunity to express
our sincere appreciation to all of our many
relatives, friends, and neighbors for their prayers
and kind words following the loss of our son,
James.
It is difficult to find a way to best thank everyone
for all that was done for our family during these
recent days.
We would like to especially mention the clergy
and the Sisters of the Diocese of Rochester, the
members of the Monroe County Sheriffs
Department afrd the Gates Police Department,
and Jamie's friends who were just like brothers
to him.
With such a tremendous outpouring of
community support and prayers, it is, difficult for
us to thank each and everyone individually in this
letter.
But we want you all to know how we so very
much appreciate your thoughts. Your support of
our family during this time has certainly not gone
unnoticed and will never be forgotten.
The Leoae Funily

